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Abstract
We examined by low-energy electron diffraction and scanning tunneling microscopy the
surface of thin Cu films on Pt(111). The Cu/Pt lattice mismatch induces a moiré modulation
for films from 3 to about 10 ML thickness. We used angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy to examine the effects of this structural modulation on the electronic states of the
system. A series of hexagonal- and trigonal-like constant energy contours is found in the
proximity of the Cu(111) zone boundaries. These electronic patterns are generated by Cu
sp-quantum well state replicas, originating from multiple points of the reciprocal lattice
associated with the moiré superstructure. Layer-dependent strain relaxation and hybridization
with the substrate bands concur to determine the dispersion and energy position of the Cu
Shockley surface state.

Lattice size and symmetry of the crystalline substrate
influence deeply the growth properties and electronic states
of hetero-epitaxial thin films. The lattice mismatch across
the interface plane can alter sizably the in-plane parameters
of the overlayer material, thus modifying the electronic
band structure of the system. This mechanism is well
known in semiconductor physics and exploited to tailor
the electronic and optical properties of hetero-junctions and
multilayers [1]. Strained hetero-structures are widely used
as active components in several types of devices, such as
quantum well (QW) lasers [2], field effect transistors [3], light
emitting diodes [4] and photo-detectors [5]. The scenario is
different for thin metal films. Metallic bonds favor the strain
relief within the first few atomic layers from the interface,
often through the formation of domain walls [6], dislocation
patterns [7–11] and long-range moiré modulations [9, 11–14].
As a consequence, the lattice mismatch gives rise to relevant
effects in the band structure of a metal film on a much shorter
length scale than in semiconductors.

Band features ascribed to substrate-induced structural
modulations could be observed in some sp-metal film systems

by surface sensitive techniques, such as scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS) and angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES). For instance, the Shockley surface state of
1 and 2 ML (monolayer) Cu films on Ru(0001) lies entirely
above the Fermi level (EF) [15], at variance with Cu(111)
bulk crystals [16]. This energy shift, which reduces as the film
thickness increases, is linked to the layer-dependent release of
the interface tensile strain. The Shockley surface state of Ag
films on Si(111) shows a similar behavior [17]. The triangular
dislocation network [18] and moiré-like superstructure [12,
19] of 1 ML Ag on Cu(111) give rise to characteristic surface
state gaps. The QW state formation is inhibited within specific
thickness regimes by substrate-induced deformations of the
In and Pb film structures on Si(100) [20]. A direct relation
between in-plane lattice strain and large QW state effective
mass exists in Pb films on Si(111) [21]. One-dimensionally
modulated Ag films on In-modified Si(111) [22] and
GaAs(110) [23] display anisotropic QW dispersions near
the surface Brillouin zone center. In this context, thin metal
films, where substrate-induced structural modulation extends
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Figure 1. (a) Constant current STM image for a 3 ML Cu film deposited on Pt(111) at room temperature. The line profile is measured
along the [11̄0] substrate direction on the 4 ML high terrace. (b) LEED pattern for a 5 ML Cu film grown on Pt(111) at 140 K and annealed
to room temperature. The principal Cu(111) spots are surrounded by the moiré-related spot replicas that display a clear three-fold symmetry.
(c) Real space ball model showing the registry relation between the Cu(14× 14) and Pt(13× 13) supercells. The high-symmetry directions
are shown. (d) Surface Brillouin zones and symmetry points of a bulk-truncated Cu(111) crystal and a moiré-modulated Cu film on Pt(111).

to several atomic layers from the interface to the surface,
represent an interesting and so far not much explored case.

In a nanometer thick metal film the electron confinement
effects along the direction perpendicular to the surface give
rise to discrete electronic states delocalized over the entire
film thickness. Substrate-induced modulations involving the
whole structure of a thin film are expected to influence
the properties of these QW states. The present paper
reports an investigation of thin Cu films grown on Pt(111).
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED) analysis reveals the formation
of a large moiré supercell from 3 to about 10 ML Cu.
The electronic structure of the system near EF is probed by
ARPES and displays a series of hexagonal- and trigonal-like
constant energy contours. These patterns derive from Cu
sp QW state replicas, centered at the 0̄ points of adjacent
moiré-related surface Brillouin zones. Energy position and

band dispersion of the Cu Shockley surface state appear to
be determined by hybridization with the substrate states and
thickness dependent attenuation of the structural modulation.

The Pt(111) single crystal was prepared by cycles of Ar
ion sputtering at 300 K, exposure to oxygen at 850 K and
flash to 1100 K. STM measurements were taken in a dedicated
UHV chamber in Lausanne. Cu films with multiple exposed
layers were obtained by room temperature deposition, to allow
calibration of the local coverage and detailed characterization
of the layer-dependent surface morphology (figure 1(a)).
LEED and ARPES analysis was carried out at the VUV
photoemission beamline (Elettra, Trieste) on 3–12 ML Cu
films grown at 140 K and annealed to room temperature
(‘two-step’ growth [24]). This procedure results in single
height Cu layers over macroscopic areas of the sample.
The ARPES data were measured at 70 and 165 eV photon
energy with the sample at room temperature. Constant
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energy cuts were constructed from sets of photoemission
intensity maps acquired within an azimuthal sector of
60◦ covering the angle between subsequent 0̄–M̄ surface
axes. First-principles electronic structure calculations for a
free-standing 5 ML Cu film with the bulk lattice constant were
performed using density functional theory in the local density
approximation [25] as implemented in the FLEUR code [26].

Figure 1 reports the results of structural investigations
for thin Cu films on Pt(111). The STM constant current
mode image of figure 1(a) shows the morphology of a 3 ML
Cu film deposited at room temperature. Three terraces with
heights of 2, 3 and 4 ML and separated by atomic steps
are simultaneously observed6. The layer-dependent strain
relaxation of the lattice misfit between Pt and Cu ((aCu −

aPt)/aPt = −7.9%, with aPt = 3.92 Å, aCu = 3.61 Å) gives
rise to different Cu(111)-based surface morphologies. The
first Cu ML (not shown in figure 1(a)) grows pseudomorphic
to the substrate [27]. On the second ML Cu atoms assemble
in two energetically equivalent structures, characterized by
a labyrinth-like motif and a trigonal network of partial
surface dislocations [28] that coexist on the 2 ML terrace.
A long-range moiré modulation develops on the 4 ML high
terrace. The symmetry axes of this superstructure parallel
those of the substrate. The line profile below figure 1(a),
acquired along the Pt[11̄0] direction, indicates a corrugation
of 0.4 Å and a periodicity of 35 ± 2 Å, which corresponds
to 12.6 ± 0.7 Pt atoms or 13.7 ± 0.7 Cu atoms7. The moiré
superstructure persists up to about 10 ML, with a corrugation
that decreases as the film thickness increases. A similar but
less ordered reconstruction is observed also on the 3 ML
terrace.

The LEED pattern of a uniformly thick 5 ML Cu film
is displayed in figure 1(b). Arrows indicate the principal
Cu spots, whose positions, evaluated by comparison with
the substrate diffraction pattern, coincide with those of a
bulk-truncated Cu(111) crystal. Sharpness and intensity of
the moiré-induced extra-spots are maximal for 5 ML, fade
away monotonously with increasing coverage and vanish at
12 ML. For all investigated films the diffraction patterns
have three-fold symmetry and unit vectors collinear to those
of the 1 × 1 Pt cell. The reciprocal distance between the
moiré-related spots (0.202 ± 0.011 Å

−1
), compared to the

separation between the substrate spots (2.618 Å
−1

) or the
principal Cu spots (2.842 Å

−1
), indicates that the period of the

moiré supercell consists of 13.0± 0.7 Pt atoms or 14.0± 0.7
Cu atoms.

The best agreement between the STM and LEED results
is given by a (13 × 13) substrate supercell with (14 × 14)

adsorbed Cu atoms, which reduces the strain resulting from
the lattice mismatch to only 0.8%. A model of this structure,
displaying the registry relation between film and substrate,

6 The Cu coverage calibration was performed by incremental depositions
of small (∼0.1 ML) Cu amounts. The formation of the second ML was
detected by the nucleation of new islands, displaying characteristic surface
superstructures, on top of the first completed pseudomorphic ML [27].
7 The nearest neighbor distances in Pt(111) and Cu(111) planes are
2.77 Å and 2.55 Å, respectively.

is shown in figure 1(c). Since the present paper focuses
on the moiré-modulated electronic states of the Cu films,
it is convenient to describe the system by means of the
(14 × 14) Cu supercell, rather than referring to the substrate
supercell. Figure 1(d) shows the Cu(111) and moiré-related
surface Brillouin zones derived from the LEED images.
The 0̄–M̄ and 0̄–K̄ reciprocal distances correspond to the
Cu(111) bulk-derived values 1.421 Å

−1
and 1.641 Å

−1
,

respectively, while the mini-Brillouin zone, whose symmetry
points are identified by the subscript m, has unit vectors
ka = (0.203 Å

−1
, 0) and kb = (0.102 Å

−1
, 0.176 Å

−1
). The

mini-Brillouin zone is replicated around M̄ in order to show
the sequence of symmetry points along the 0̄–M̄ direction.

Figure 2(a) displays the experimental Fermi surface
map for the 5 ML Cu film along with boundaries (white
dashed line) and high-symmetry points of the Cu(111) surface
Brillouin zone. The data set was acquired at 165 eV photon
energy, close to the Pt 5d Cooper minimum [29], to suppress
the substrate emission and enhance the sensitivity to the Cu
sp signal. The region around the 0̄ point is featureless, while
a series of hexagonal- and trigonal-like photoemission band
patterns are detected near and across the zone boundaries. A
close-up of the experimental data for positive (kx, ky) values
(figure 2(b)) shows in detail the constant energy contours of
the system at EF.

In order to understand the origin of the observed
photoemission pattern, we performed ab initio electronic
structure calculations for a free-standing 5 ML Cu(111) film.
The Fermi surface of this system (figure 2(c)) consists in
the Shockley surface state ring and five sp-derived QW
contours (labeled with the band index n). The n = 4, 5
states are characterized by hexagonal- and trigonal-like
shapes, respectively. Replicas of these two states, translated
by moiré-related reciprocal vectors k‖ = ika + jkb (i, j =
−1, 0,+1, except i = j = ±1), are reported in figure 2(d) for
positive (kx, ky) values. Every QW contour can be univocally
identified with the notation ni,j.

Besides matrix element (intensity) effects, figure 2(d)
describes reasonably well the map of figure 2(b). Each
portion of the photoemission pattern can be viewed as a sum
of different n = 4, 5 state replicas. For instance, the three
straight segments surrounding K̄ derive from the overlap of
two trigonal-like contours, namely 51,−1 + 50,−1, 51,0 + 50,1
and 5−1,0+ 5−1,1. Similarly, the band pairs 5−1,0+ 50,−1 and
4−1,0 + 40,−1 generate parts of the energy contours at smaller
(kx, ky) values.

Figure 3(a) shows a photoemission intensity map for
the 5 ML Cu film, where several QW bands, with sp-like
energy–momentum dispersion, are observed along the 0̄–M̄
axis. The link between these states and the Fermi energy
contours of figure 2(d) is given in figure 3(b) using
the notation ni,j. This band diagram, based on a fit to
the experimental data, emphasizes the symmetric state
distribution with respect to M̄. Squares, diamonds and
dots, whose size mimics the intensity of the corresponding
photoemission signal in figure 3(a), refer to the n = 3, 4, 5
states, respectively. Notably, hybridization gaps of about
140 meV open between the 50,0 band and its two replicas
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental Fermi surface for a 5 ML Cu film on Pt(111) measured at 165 eV photon energy. (b) Zoom of panel (a) for
positive (kx, ky) values. (c) Calculated Fermi surface for a free-standing 5 ML Cu(111) film. The innermost circle is the Shockley surface
state. The contours labeled n = 1, . . . , 5 are the sp-derived QW states. (d) Band pattern generated by replicas of the n = 4, 5 QW contours
shifted by moiré-related reciprocal lattice vectors (see text).

Figure 3. (a) Photoemission intensity map for a 5 ML Cu film on Pt(111) measured at 165 eV photon energy along the 0̄–M̄ axis. (b) Band
diagram derived from a fitting to the data of panel (a). Squares, diamonds and dots refer to the n = 3, 4, 5 states, respectively. (c) Set of
photoemission spectra derived from panel (a). Thin continuous lines across the spectra help to identify the gap edges. The gaps are not fully
resolved due to the finite width of the photoemission peaks.

5−1,0 and 51,0. Figure 3(c) reports photoemission spectra
derived from figure 3(a), where the gap size can be directly
evaluated. Thick lines identify spectra measured at the M̄

(≡0̄m) point and at the mini-zone boundaries (M̄m) located at
kx = 1.320 and 1.523 Å

−1
(see figure 1(d)). The observation

of energy gaps that modify sizably the sp-like QW dispersion
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Figure 4. Constant energy photoemission intensity maps measured with 70 eV photons at 0.4 eV below EF for ((a), (b)) 3, (c) 7, and
(d) 12 ML Cu films on Pt(111). Substrate related features are enclosed in white boxes in panel (a). Thick and thin black lines are used in
panel (b) to describe the moiré-induced pattern generated by the n = 3 QW state.

only in the vicinity of the Bragg planes suggests that the
moiré-related potential represents a weak perturbation to the
film electronic structure [30].

The thickness dependent structural changes pointed out
by the LEED and STM analysis have a counterpart in the film
electronic structure that can be followed by angle-resolved
photoemission. Figure 4 reports constant energy cuts of the
photoemission signal for ((a), (b)) 3, (c) 7 and (d) 12 ML Cu
films at 0.4 eV below EF. The data were acquired at 70 eV
photon energy to enhance the sensitivity to Cu states near 0̄,
at the cost of a non-negligible Pt emission for the thinnest
Cu layer. The substrate bands give rise to oval and trigonal
features (enclosed in rectangular boxes in panel (a)) near the
K̄ and M̄ points, respectively, and spots halfway between the
0̄ and M̄ points, that fade away monotonously with increasing
Cu coverage.

Due to matrix element effects, the features observed in
figure 4(a) differ markedly from those of figure 2(a). Near the
zone center Cu and Pt states are expected to couple strongly,
as shown for the closely related Ag/Pt(111) system [31].
In particular, the hybridization is responsible for the broad
surface and n = 1 QW states energy contours. At larger
wavevectors the effects of hybridization are attenuated and
moiré-related state replicas can be identified. The outermost
pair of hexagonal-like contours appears to be generated by
in-plane translations of the n = 3 QW state according to
the periodicity of the moiré superstructure. As an example,

the 30,0 state (thick line) and its 3−1,0, 30,−1 and 31,−1
replicas (thin lines) in figure 4(b) describe the formation of
the photoemission pattern in figure 4(a). Analogously, the
n = 2 QW states replicas account for the innermost pair of
hexagonal-like contours of figure 4(a).

The effects of the moiré perturbation on the film
electronic structure become weaker in the 7 ML data and
undetectable at 12 ML. Besides the Shockley surface states,
only the n = 1, 2, 3 QW rings can be resolved in the 12 ML
data (figure 4(d)). The closer spacing between the QW states
does not allow us to identify other bands at larger wavevectors.
The convolution of unresolved QW contours gives rise to
a flower-like pattern, whose concave shape is probably due
to the hybridization with the substrate. Also the outermost
hexagonal-like contour can be attributed to the accumulation
of QW states near the zone boundaries.

The 7 ML Cu film (figure 4(c)) represents an intermediate
case. The QW contours near the zone boundaries show the
onset of the flower-like pattern formation observed at higher
coverage. Although individual replicas are not resolved, the
hexagonal-like shape of the n = 2 QW state and of the states
closer to the zone boundary recalls the pattern generated by
the moiré potential in the thinner film. In conclusion, the
replicas associated with the moiré modulation are visible at
least up to 7 ML, but disappear below 12 ML, in agreement
with the results of the morphological analysis.

As mentioned above, also the properties of the sp-like
Shockley surface states appear to be influenced by the
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Figure 5. (a) Photoemission spectra acquired with 70 eV photons in normal emission geometry for Cu films of different thickness. The
most intense feature is identified with the Cu(111) Shockley surface state. (b) Energy position of the surface state as a function of the film
thickness. (c)–(e) Photoemission intensity maps of the Cu surface states measured along the 0̄–M̄ axis for (c) 3 ML, (d) 4 ML and
(e) 12 ML Cu films. Dashed lines highlight the experimental band dispersion. The effective mass of the surface state is reported in each
panel. The white line in panel (e) represents the surface band dispersion measured on a Cu(111) bulk crystal (from [16]) and shifted
upwards in energy to account for the effects of temperature [33].

substrate. Figure 5(a) presents angle-resolved photoemission
spectra taken at the 0̄ point of the Cu/Pt system for different
Cu coverages (photon energy 70 eV). The surface state
peak shifts continuously towards higher binding energies
with increasing the film thickness (figure 5(b)). A similar
observation by STS on the Shockley surface states of Cu
films on Ru(0001) was mainly attributed to the release of the
interface tensile strain that manifests itself with characteristic
surface reconstructions [15]. In a simple model, the surface
state behavior in the Cu/Pt system could be fully ascribed
to the film strain induced by the lattice mismatch. For very
thin films the Cu lattice expansion reduces the wavefunction
overlap and, correspondingly, narrows the surface bandwidth.
Since the centroid of this band lays above EF, the surface
state shifts upward in energy with respect to its position in
unstrained Cu(111) crystals. As the film thickness increases,
the structural distortions in the topmost Cu layers attenuate
and, correspondingly, the energy shift decreases (see the
discussion on the surface properties of the Ag/Cu(111) system
in [32]).

However, the photoemission intensity maps for 3 and
4 ML Cu films in figures 5(c) and (d) suggest that
hybridization effects concur to determine the surface state
behavior, as indicated by the analysis of the surface band
dispersion. For 3 ML the surface band displays a negative

effective mass around 0̄ (−1.26 ± 0.24 me, where me is
the rest mass of a free electron), in contrast with its nearly
free electron-like character at larger wavevectors. A surface
state tail extending towards deeper binding energies generates
the broad spot centered at 0̄ in figure 4(a). At 4 ML the
effective mass turns positive (0.76 ± 0.15 me), but the band
bottom remains much flatter than that of a bulk Cu(111)
crystal (0.41 me [16]). All these features, whose origin was
described in detail for the closely related case of Ag films
on Pt(111) [31], highlight the role of hybridization between
the Cu surface states and Pt substrate. The surface state
wavefunction can couple in the proximity of 0̄ to Pt bulk
bands with the same 31 symmetry and opposite in-plane
dispersion. At 3 and 4 ML the Cu surface state is sufficiently
extended within the film to strongly hybridize with the
substrate. The resulting flattening of the surface band bottom
(figures 5(c) and (d)) adds to the upward energy shift, due
to the layer-dependent interface tensile strain. At 12 ML
(figure 5(e)) the surface wavefunction is decoupled from the
substrate. The surface state has an effective mass of 0.43 ±
0.08 me and parallels the dispersion measured on a bulk
Cu(111) crystal (white line) [16, 33]. The residual energy
shift may be ascribed to strain that persists below the topmost
surface layers.

In conclusion, STM, LEED and photoemission studies
reveal characteristic elements of the moiré-modulated
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Cu/Pt(111) system, such as the supercell registry with the
substrate. The slow attenuation of the moiré modulation
as a function of the film thickness permits a direct
inspection of the QW state behavior under the effects of a
weak perturbation. The observed electronic patterns can be
described in terms of QW state replicas following the moiré
periodicity determined by STM. The surface state properties
appear to be determined by the combined effects of lattice
strain and direct wavefunction coupling to the substrate states.
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